Changing Vertical Dimension: A Solution or Problem?

by Peter E. Dawson, DDS

Abstract
Much of what dentists know about the vertical dimension of occlusion (VDO) has changed from the dogma of a few years ago. Dentists who understand the fundamental concepts of VDO can use those concepts to great advantage in treatment planning. Failure to understand can (and often does) lead to missed diagnoses, failed treatment outcomes, and serious examples of unnecessary overtreatment. This article explains some of the principles that make changes in VDO advantageous and predictable, and exposes some of the misconceptions that are problematical.

Learning Objectives
After reading this article, the reader should be able to:

- recognize the importance of vertical dimension as it applies to treatment planning for anterior teeth.
- discuss why posterior segmental bite-raising appliances are contraindicated.
- describe how changes in vertical dimension affect buccolingual relationships of posterior teeth.
- explain why the effect of changing vertical dimension is best studied on face-bow mounted diagnostic casts.

The Concept of Balance
The equilibrium of the entire masticatory system is dependent on balance. The mandible at rest is balanced between the resting lengths of the elevator muscles and the depressor muscles (Figure 1 View Figure). Anything that affects the resting length of either group of opposing muscles can affect the critical relationship of the mandible with the maxilla at the resting position. Because the teeth are not in contact at the rest position and the mandible-to-maxilla relationship is not consistent, the rest position is not an accurate determinant of the jaw-to-jaw relationship at maximum intercuspation.

The correct determinant for the mandible-to-maxilla relationship at maximum tooth contact is a result of the repetitive contracted length of the elevator muscles (Figure 2 View Figure). To understand this concept, the dentist must recognize the role balance plays in the eruptive process of the lower teeth toward the erupting upper teeth. Teeth erupt toward their opposing teeth until there is a balance of opposing eruptive forces (Figure 3 View Figure). The stopping point for eruption occurs as the mandible is positioned vertically in relationship with the maxilla by the repetitious power cycle of the closing musculature. This relationship should be in harmony with the maximum intercuspal position of the teeth during complete closure.

The key to understanding the vertical dimension of occlusion (VDO) is recognition
that the teeth adapt to the vertically positioned mandible as dictated by the
musculature, not vice versa. If the repetitive muscle contraction length is
impeded, the teeth must adapt to conform to the closing power cycle as muscle
regains its optimal contraction length. An adaptive process appears to maintain
the VDO throughout life through changes in the dimension of the alveolar
processes as needed. Ricketts et al.\textsuperscript{5} showed that lower facial height in adults
stayed constant with age. McAndrews\textsuperscript{6} demonstrated in more than 1,000
orthodontic patients that changes in VDO reverted back to the original dimensions
within 1 year, and this occurred whether the VDO was increased or decreased
(oral communication, 2001).

McAndrews’ observations changed the way the dental profession looks at VDO as a
factor in treatment planning because from that study dentists learned that VDO
could be opened or closed without doing harm as long as they combined the
change with simultaneous equal-intensity contacts in centric relation (CR). If that
is done, the relationship between the cementoenamel junctions of the teeth and
the interceptal bone remains unchanged as the VDO increases or decreases to its
original dimension in harmony with the masticatory musculature. This finding
indicates that changes in VDO occur from either elongation or regressive
remodeling of the dentoalveolar process.\textsuperscript{7-10} To say it another way, the alveolar
bone moves with the teeth to increase or decrease the VDO as needed to conform
to the consistent muscle contraction length. Since becoming aware of this
phenomenon, the author has observed it consistently in hundreds of patients in
which the VDO was changed. Today, clinicians recognize that they can gain some
predictable advantages by changing the VDO when it is indicated specifically.
Clinicians also recognize that unnecessary increases in VDO are considered
overreatment because the increased VDO cannot be maintained. Before that
statement can be accepted, however, dentists must be aware of how condyle
position affects VDO.

How Condyle Position Affects VDO
The dimension that determines VDO is located at the elevator muscles because it
is the repetitive contracted length of the muscles that establishes the jaw-to-jaw
vertical position at maximum intercuspation. This dimension at maximum
intercuspation is controlled by the muscles, regardless of condylar position. This
means that if condyles are displaced vertically down the eminentia at maximum
intercuspation (Figure 4 \textbf{View Figure}), the dimension from muscle origin to
insertion is shortened when the condyles are seated up into CR (Figure 5 \textbf{View
Figure}).

This observation on mounted diagnostic casts often points to a solution for severe
anterior wear if a slide from CR to a forward jaw position is responsible for the
wear, a common occurrence. Seating the condyles back and up into CR allows
more room to restore anterior teeth with predictable stability of the result
because VDO at the anterior teeth can be increased without interference to
contracted muscle length.

Closing the VDO
Based on McAndrews study\textsuperscript{6} and the author’s observation of hundreds of patients
over a long time frame, it does not appear that there are any adverse effects
from closing the VDO. The exception, however, is an important one: If closing the
VDO in a deep overbite results in horizontal forces directed from the lower anterior teeth to the lingual surfaces of the upper anterior teeth, it also can result in fremitus, wear, or movement of the upper anterior teeth. Remember: the arc of closure creates a forward movement of the lower arch (Figure 6 View Figure). It is this horizontal movement of lower incisal edges that sometimes can present an advantage in treatment planning for anterior teeth. Closing VDO may move the lower incisal edges forward into a better relationship for establishing stable anterior contact in CR (Figure 7A View Figure; Figure 7B View Figure; Figure 7C View Figure). Opening the VDO moves the lower edges back, a decided advantage in some extreme wear problems in which wear has produced a near end-to-end incisal contact.

In the analysis and treatment planning for many problem occlusions, the goal of anterior contact is often the determining factor that establishes the most advantageous VDO. There is only one predictable way for making decisions about the effects of altering the VDO: on articulated casts mounted in CR with a face-bow. If the condylar axis is recorded, the exact effect of changes to the VDO can be evaluated on both the anterior and posterior teeth.

Effect of Changed VDO on Posterior Teeth
One of the most important analyses in treatment planning is observation of changes in posterior tooth contacts that are affected by changes in the VDO. A critical effect that often is ignored is the change in posterior buccolingual relationships of lower teeth with upper teeth as the wider part of the mandibular arch arcs forward to the narrower part of the maxillary arch during closure. This phenomenon occurs in almost every occlusal analysis in which gross occlusal interferences are present. As the casts are equilibrated to allow complete closure to CR, there can be a significant forward arcing of the lower arch during closure, accompanied by a significant change in buccolingual relationships of posterior teeth. This change is in addition to the anterior-posterior relationships that change as occlusal interferences to the arc of closure are eliminated. Having seen in so many cases how critical such observations are to occlusal analysis, the author finds it hard to imagine why any dentist resists the advantages of mounted casts.

It is by observing the correct arc of opening or closing that many decisions regarding VDO can be made. Many times slight changes in VDO can eliminate arch-to-arch disharmonies on either anterior or posterior teeth, or both. If posterior teeth can benefit from restorative treatment, the decision is more acceptable. In dentitions that do not need restorative treatment, the changes may be better made via orthodontics or, in extreme cases, surgery.

The Fallacy of “Comfort” as a Determinant of VDO
One of the most prevalent misconceptions regarding VDO is the concept that trial changes can be “tested” by a response of comfort. The practice of using trial occlusal splints or provisional restorations to see if patients can tolerate the change is an unnecessary and misleading method to determine VDO. VDO is unrelated to comfort, and patients can be just as comfortable with an increase or decrease in VDO, or the same VDO they had, as long as occlusal interferences are eliminated to CR and proper excursions are perfected. This is why altering the VDO to achieve a more perfected occlusion can be so successful. Add to this understanding the observation that the muscles will cause the altered VDO to
adapt back to the optimum repetitive contracted length without discomfort. In fact, patients are rarely aware of the changes that take place as the dentoalveolar process is shortening or lengthening. As the VDO returns to its original position, some minor occlusal corrections may be needed, but rarely do they cause any awareness in patients that is problematic for the dentist.

If changes in VDO caused discomfort, immediate relief would not be so common when properly made interocclusal appliances are placed for correctly diagnosed occlusomuscle disorders. Nor would predictably successful results be observed routinely when the occlusal appliance at the increased VDO is removed and the occlusion is equilibrated directly. The key to success in these patients is not related to VDO, but rather the elimination of deflective interferences to CR and excursions. Dentists who are relying solely on occlusal appliances for relief of occlusomuscle pain would be well advised to direct their energies at learning the fine points of predictable occlusal correction as well as differential diagnosis of temporomandibular disorders (TMD), so they will know which types of TMD favorably respond to occlusal correction.

Segmental Appliances
One of the great disasters in dental treatment was the use of posterior (segmental) bite-raising appliances for treating TMD. The purported rationale for the treatment was an erroneous belief that such appliances “unloaded the joints.” While it is possible to reduce the load on the temporomandibular joints (TMJs) by providing posterior occlusal contacts, it is not possible to unload the joints (prefix un meaning “no”). This is because all elevator muscles are located behind the molars and between the teeth and the TMJs. Sicher stated that it is a law of joint physiology that all joints are always loaded because muscle pulls across joints. An increase of occlusal height opens the VDO by rotation of the condyles and/or protrusion forward and downward, but always against the slopes of the eminentia, never by distraction away from their sockets. The other problem with posterior bite appliances is that they interfere with the repetitive length of the elevator muscles, which, in turn, intrudes the teeth that are covered by the appliance. This produces a stepped occlusion (Figure 8A View Figure and Figure 8B View Figure) along with problems of anterior instability. As anterior teeth are separated from contact, the lips have a tendency to press the upper anterior teeth lingually because there is no resistance from lower tooth contact.

“Lost” Vertical From Wear
It may be difficult to change some opinions about “lost” vertical but some excellent studies refute the idea that even severe wear results in a loss of VDO. By observing the massive elongation of the alveolar process in areas of severe wear, it becomes apparent that there is a compensatory adaptation to the original VDO. This occurs even on severe habitual bruxers who wear down the teeth to the level of the bone because the bone enlarges to keep pace with the wear. Increasing the VDO on severe wear patients may be the only logical alternative to treatment because there is insufficient room to reduce tooth structure enough for the required restoration thickness. With normal alveolar processes the change in VDO will adapt back to comply with muscle lengths. The process may be aided by increases in muscle contraction force initiated by the increase in VDO. These studies showing that vertical facial dimension
essentially is unaffected by even severe abrasion of the dentition demonstrated how elongation of the dentoalveolar process matches the lost vertical of the abraded teeth (Figure 9 View Figure).

Conclusion
The mandible-to-maxilla vertical relationship at which the lower arch contacts the upper arch is established by muscle. Teeth erupt into the space between the mandible and maxilla until they contact in harmony with the repetitive contracted length of the elevator muscles.

It is permissible, and often advantageous, to alter the VDO to achieve a more stable relationship of lower teeth with upper teeth because changes in VDO position the lower teeth horizontally as well as vertically on their opening/closing arc.

Changes in VDO self-adapt to the original VDO without harm or discomfort if the occlusal contacts are in harmony with CR. If the VDO must be altered, the most conservative treatment necessary to achieve an optimal esthetic and functional result should be performed.
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**FIGURE 1** The mandible is in a sling of muscles that pull in opposite directions. When the muscles are in their resting stage, the teeth are separated. The space between the arches is called the freeway space. Anything (such as stress) that alters the balance between the opposing muscles changes the dimension of the freeway space.
FIGURE 2 The vertical dimension of occlusion (VDO) is measured when the teeth are together in maximum intercuspation. The determinant of VDO is the elevator muscles. The dimension can be measured from zygoma to the angle of the mandible (B). The dimension at (A) can vary depending on the position of the condyles so (A) is not a reliable determinant for VDO.

FIGURE 3 Teeth erupt until the eruptive force is stopped by an equal opposite force. This force occurs at the jaw-to-jaw position that is determined by a consistent, repetitive contracted length of the elevator muscles. The eruptive force is present throughout life. Eruption can be stopped short of tooth contact by tongue position, habits such as thumb sucking, or occlusal appliances. Teeth erupt until something stops them.

FIGURE 4 VDO occurs at maximum intercuspation, regardless of condyle position. A down-forward displacement of the condyles can result in an upward positioning of the anterior mandible.

FIGURE 5 If displaced condyles are seated upwardly to CR the tendency is to shorten the zygoma-to-mandible distance. This shortening often occurs with an increased dimension at the anterior mandible. In such situations, the anterior face can be lengthened without interfering with muscle contraction length. This produces an increase of VDO for the anterior segment that can remain stable.
FIGURE 6 A primary reason for mounting casts in CR, with a face-bow to record the condylar axis, is to determine tooth-to-tooth relationships in CR at different vertical dimensions. This is the only practical way to evaluate both vertical and horizontal positioning of the lower teeth in relation to the upper teeth.

FIGURE 7A Casts mounted in CR and closed to the first point of contact. Note the buccolingual relationship of the posterior teeth as well as the lack of contact for the anterior teeth. Reshaping the posterior teeth to allow closure to anterior contact in CR can determine accurately the VDO that is ideal for both vertical and horizontal positioning of the lower incisal edges in relation to the upper anterior teeth, an essential determination for predictable treatment planning.

FIGURE 7B The diagnostic workup showing a corrected anterior relationship that can be achieved with complete predictability. Note the correction of the buccolingual alignment on the right side as the wider part of the mandible arced forward to align with the narrower part of the maxilla. Also note the less-than-ideal relationship on the left side that resulted from the changed VDO. Plans can be made in advance for either restorative correction or minor tooth movement to achieve a stable...
occlusal result.

**FIGURE 8A** The typical result from segmental posterior bite-raising appliances. When teeth interfere with muscle contraction length by means of a segmental appliance, the covered teeth are intruded while the uncovered dentoalveolar segment elongates because the appliance separates it from opposing contact until eruption is stopped against opposing teeth.

**FIGURE 8B** Classic example of the stepped occlusion resulting from posterior segmental bite-raising.

**FIGURE 9** The typical response to excessive occlusal wear. The dimension from bone landmark to occlusal surfaces is unchanged (B) after the loss of tooth structure. The dimension from bone landmark to cementoenamel junction (A) has elongated. These dimensions show that compensation for loss of tooth structure is matched by increased dimension of the alveolar bone.
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